
With SKF and Lincoln automatic lubrication systems

Upgrade your bottling line



Consider the cost of lubricants and 

their management.

Various machines demand different 

lubricants, dosages per lubrication 

point and frequencies. This makes 

lubrication management quite complex 

and involves considerations ranging 

from lubricant inventory to creation 

and maintenance of lubrication routes. 

Consider the time needed to manu-

ally lubricate each lubrication point 

and the potential for accidents. 

To lubricate one lubrication point man-

ually takes an average of two minutes, 

including walking distances, checking 

maintenance plan and lubrication cycle,  

cartridge changes, etc. This takes place 

in demanding working conditions such 

as humidity, height and vibration.

Consider the risk of over- or 

under-lubrication and the cost of 

downtime with no production.

The machinery is characterised by 

very different design aspects and 

movements. The lubrication require-

ments for each machine must be ana-

lyzed individually. Manual lubrication 

can be performed only when produc-

tion is stopped.

Time 

Over-lubrication

Under-lubrication

— Manual lubrication,  —  Automatic lubrication, --- Optimal lubrication

Manual lubrication 
challenges you daily
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realize the true potential of 
lubrication for your application

When changing from manual lubrica-

tion to SKF progressive automatic lubri-

cation systems, a large brewery could 

increase the bearing life on conveyor 

belts by 50%. At the same time, the 

number of failures caused by improper 

manual lubrication could be reduced 

signiicantly.

A bottling plant could increase the speed 

of a spiral conveyor / accumulator by 

nearly 100% after retroitting an SKF 

automatic lubrication system. Utilizing a 

single-line spraying system, the trans-

mission chains can run faster without 

damaging the bottles.

One of the world’s largest soft drink pro-

ducers could decrease downtime signii-

cantly by replacing an existing lubrica-

tion system that is prone to failures, 

which result in complete production 

shutdowns. An SKF or Lincoln sectional 

lubrication system with robust and reli-

able components could provide a 

solution.

The beverage industry is becoming more competitive. Growing consumption demands 24-hour 

production that leaves little time for maintenance stops, so maintenance tasks must be done while 

equipment is operating. Targeted at more than 80 percent, Overall Equipment Effectiveness (OEE) 

often is around 60 percent, and machinery breakdowns dramatically affect availability. However, 

automating essential tasks like lubrication eliminates human mistakes, simpliies lubrication man-

agement, reduces lubricant consumption and enhances line eficiency.

50%
LOnger BeAring  

L iFeTiMe

Examples of how SKF lubrication solutions can help customers.
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de-palletizer

Blow-molding machine

Washing machine

de-packer rinser
inspection 
machine

Filling 
machine

capper / Seamer 
machine

regardless of retroitting, expanding or reconiguring, SKF 

offers a comprehensive range of lubrication systems for oil, luid 

grease and grease, utilizing different working models for the 

entire beverage industry. Find the right solution for each appli-

cation in wet or dry areas: single machines, conveyors, chains or 

the complete bottling plant. 

The SKF portfolio includes a broad variety of solutions to lubri-

cate chains and conveyors, as well as approved lubricants for 

use in manufacturing various food-type products.

The right lubrication solution  
for your plant

Example:
Sectional grease system for the 
entire beverage illing line

Example: 
progressive and single-line lubrication sys-
tems for a illing machine
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Labeling machine conveyor

Shrink wrapper

cartoning machine

Wrap-around case packer

packer palletizer pallet 
conveyor

Stretch wrapper

Spiral conveyor

Example: 
dry lubrication for the top of the chain

Example: 
Food grade chain oil for trans-
port chains in packaging 
machines

Example: 
Single-line and progressive systems for pallet 
stretch wrappers 

Special pallet conveyor chain lubrication solutions
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Optimize your lubrication
SKF offers a complete range of lubrica-

tion systems and equipment, whether 

you have just a few or a few thousand 

lubrication points.

1 Start with upgrading the lubrication 

tool in areas where you still want to 

lubricate manually. A battery-oper-

ated grease gun can help reduce 

maintenance time and effort.  Also, 

you may want to consider single- 

point, automatic lubricators that can 

be mounted at the lubrication point. 

They support mid-term lubrication 

and basic lubrication cycles.

2 consolidate multiple lubrication 

points into just one point to reduce 

time spent searching around the 

machine. instead of several lubrica-

tion points, you serve just one.

3 elevate the autonomy of lubrication 

by adding a pump, controlling and 

monitoring the entire system. This 

automatic lubrication system pro-

vides the appropriate lubricant at the 

right quantity at the correct intervals. 

These systems can be connected to 

machine controls as well.

4 in sectional lubrication systems, the 

lubricant is fed from a central lubri-

cant reservoir and split into separate 

sections to serve machine parts with 

different lubrication requirements or 

located at varying distances.

Step-by-step extension is possible.  

Our modules build upon each other, 

enabling the system to grow in accor-

dance with customer requirements. 

4 enhanced sectional lubrication system with programmable control

3 centralized automatic lubrication system

2 consolidate lubrication points

1 Manual single-point lubrication
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SKF Food Grade Lubricants are nSF 

H1 registered and Kosher and Halal cer-

tiied. Additionally, they rely on the iSO 

21469 standard, which helps ensure 

that they are produced and delivered 

according to the highest hygienic require- 

ments.

For more information, see publication 

† PUB MP/P1 03000 EN

SKF offers a wide range of hand-held 

lubrication tools to help simplify your 

lubrication tasks. Lincoln’s PowerLuber 

family provides the most extensive 

offering of battery-operated grease 

guns.

For more information, see publication 

† PUB LS/P2 14470 EN

Automatic lubricators deliver safety, 

reliability and eficiency and are suitable 

if you have only a few lubrication points 

to serve. SKF has developed around-

the-clock solutions that provide  precise 

amounts of contaminant-free grease 

with minimal risk of over- or under- 

lubrication.

For more information, see publication 

† PUB MP/P8 17099 EN

Upgrade the lubrication tool

Choose the right lubricant

connecting pumps directly to progres-

sive metering devices helps to supply 

lubricant evenly to all associated lubri-

cation points. For instance, consolidate 

the lubrication points of a de-packer 

and bring them outside of the cage. This 

reduces lubrication time and provides 

reliable dosage and easier access to 

lubrication points. 

For more information, see publication 

† PUB LS/P1 16964 EN

Consolidate lubrication points
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Upgrade to a centralized automatic lubrication system

SKF offers a comprehensive range of both oil and 

grease lubrication systems utilizing different work-

ing models. in addition, our portfolio includes a 

broad variety of solutions to lubricate chains. com-

plete plant lubrication supply systems provide lubri-

cant to an entire network of systems from a single 

source.

no matter which lubrication system best 

suits the application, SKF offers a com-

prehensive range of quality lubrication 

pumps, metering devices, control and 

monitoring units and all necessary 

accessories. 

Materials

Materials used in wet areas must com-

ply with speciic regulations, enable easy 

cleaning and avoid corrosion. SKF com-

ponents for these areas are coated for 

protection against corrosion and com-

bined with stainless steel.

Lubrication pumps 

criteria, such as ambient conditions, 

required delivery rates, lubricants 

employed and service intervals, deter-

mine which lubrication pump should be 

selected. pumps are available with vari-

ous control and monitoring options. 

SKF offers mechanically, electrically, 

hydraulically and pneumatically driven 

pumps. All pump housings are environ-

ment-resistant. in addition, the pumps 

are suitable for oil and standard greases 

up to and including nLgi grade 2.

Lubricant metering devices

different lubrication systems require 

different metering devices. All SKF and 

Lincoln lubricant metering devices are 

high-precision components. Several 

designs are suitable for high-pressure 

applications, and system operation can 

be veriied easily through electronic or 

visual monitoring. SKF’s offering is 

completed by additional system compo-

nents such as spraying nozzles or 

brushes.

Monitoring

Monitoring and control are essential to 

the eficient operation of lubrication 

systems. installed in conjunction with 

intelligent monitoring devices, auto-

matic lubrication systems can facilitate 

economical and optimal lubrication.

With the instruments SKF provides, you 

have access to all values important for 

controlling your system – temperature, 

pressure, volumetric low and ill level 

– whether visually or with digital or 

analog signal, time or load-dependent 

settings.
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in SKF proFlex and MultiFlex or Lincoln 

Quicklub progressive automatic lubrica-

tion systems, a piston pump supplies a 

deined amount of lubricant through the 

main line to the metering device that 

serves each outlet.

SKF’s progressive systems can dispense 

a precise, metered amount of lubricant 

to up to 150 lubrication points over dis-

tances of approximately 15 m (16 yd). 

For oil applications, even in connection 

with low limiters, these systems cover 

distances of more than 100 m (110 yd).

For more information, see 

† www.skf.com/progressive

Beneits:

• continuous lubrication    

• delivers frequent and measured 

amounts of lubricant to each lubrica-

tion point    

• reliable monitoring and control    

• easy system monitoring and simple 

blockage control, integrated system 

control and monitoring   

• effective in harsh conditions: poten-

tially high lubrication-point back 

pressure, dirty, wet or humid envi-

ronments and low temperatures 

• Stainless steel components available

Progressive lubrication systems 

Variety of applications:

• grease lubrication systems for 

beverage machines such as:

 – bottle-washing machines

 – illers

 – blow-molding machines

 – labelers, etc.

• Also the lubrication of bearings 

on conveyors is possible in 

small plants 
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Sectional lubrication systems 

in sectional lubrication systems, the 

lubricant is fed from a central lubricant 

reservoir and split into separate sections  

to serve machine parts with different 

lubrication requirements or located at 

varying distances.

A combination of a single-line and pro-

gressive system concept, the sectional 

system is able to lubricate the entire 

illing or production line.

Since pressure loss is the toughest chal-

lenge through long-distance lubricant 

supply, special booster pumps (electric 

driven Lubricator edL) provide enough 

power to bring the lubricant to each 

metering device inside the section and 

then to the lubrication point. 

The system offers different lubrication 

options to support lexible system oper-

ation in each plant, regardless of 

whether the illing line requires inde-

pendent lubrication or a machine-con-

trolled or overall-plant-controlled oper-

ation. each section works as a 

progressive system to lubricate, for 

example, the bearings of a conveyor’s 

deviating shaft.

For more information, see 

† www.skf.com/edl1

Beneits:

• cost-effective solution  

can be used with existing tubing, it-

ting material and barrel pumps 

• Lower operational costs  

no compressed air required; power 

consumption reduced

• environmentally friendly  

electric power can be obtained using 

solar panels in outdoor applications

• Virtually maintenance free  

no preventive maintenance 

necessary

• User-friendly design  

easy to setup and operate

• remote monitoring 

Fault or blockage signals are sent in 

case of lubrication failure

• eficient  

Low input pressure of 2 bar (29 psi) 

allows for retroit installations in 

existing systems, enabling use of 

smaller, less-expensive main line

Variety of applications:

• Several complete sections

• complete bottling line
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regardless of the application, the prin-

ciple of single-line lubrication remains 

the same: a central pump station auto-

matically delivers lubricant through a 

single supply line to the lubricant 

metering device. each metering device 

serves only one lubrication point and 

may be adjusted to deliver the precise 

amount of grease or oil required. Sys-

tems can service one machine, different 

zones on one machine or even several 

separate machines.

The SKF portfolio includes both SKF 

MonoFlex and Lincoln centro-Matic 

system components such as pumps, 

metering units, control and monitoring 

devices and accessories.

For more information, see 

† www.skf.com/single-line

Beneits:

• easy to understand, install and 

maintain

• Available in both preset and adjusta-

ble models 

• Suitable for almost all lubricants

• easy system expansion or 

modiication

• System continues to operate if one 

point becomes blocked

• integrated system control and 

monitoring

• Able to pump long distances and 

within a wide temperature range

• Stainless steel components available

Single-line lubrication systems 

System for grease
System for oil or luid grease,  
can also be used with brushes to lubricate chains

Variety of applications:

• grease lubrication for bever-

age machines such as:

 – illers

 – cappers

 – labelers

 – seamers, etc.

• Fluid grease or oil systems for 

packaging machines such as:

 – pallet stretch wrappers

 – shrink wrappers 

 – wrap-around case packers 

and many more
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Transmission chains can be found 

throughout a bottling plant, activating 

internal parts of machines and driving 

conveying systems. These chains 

require continous lubrication to reduce 

friction and wear, noise, higher energy 

consumption and, of course, unplanned 

production stops.

in most plants, lubrication is applied 

manually – a task that is often carried 

out while chains are running. This prac-

tice can result in accidents. 

inadequate lubrication and irregular 

lubrication cycles lead to breaks in the 

chain or links, resulting in a need for 

frequent chain replacement.

SKF offers a complete range of oil or 

grease lubrication systems for chains. 

These customized systems can be con-

trolled and monitored by control units or 

special software.

For more information, see publication

† 1-4106-EN

Beneits:

• Higher productivity by eliminating 

unplanned production downtime for 

lubrication tasks

• increased conveyor service life 

through reduction of chain wear

• improved operator safety due to 

automation of the lubrication process

• energy savings through decreased 

friction

• Beneits the environment via con-

trolled and reduced lubricant 

consumption

• corrosion-free components

Chain lubrication systems 

Variety of applications:

• chains on:

 – pallet conveyors

 – spiral conveyors

 – shrink wrappers

 – pallet stretch wrappers and 

more

• intra-logistic conveying  

systems (pallets)
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Flat-top conveyor chains require con-

stant lubrication to prevent high friction 

between packages and chains in accu-

mulation areas. The typical solution is to 

apply high volumes of a water and solu-

ble lubricant mixture, which can cause 

operator accidents due to slippery loors 

or package quality issues resulting from 

organic development and moisture for-

mation. The humid atmosphere can 

cause corrosion, which leads to replace-

ment costs and reduced line eficiency.

The SKF dry Lubrication System elimi-

nates the need to spray thousands of 

litres of water and soluble lubricant. 

instead, this lexible and completely 

automatic system applies a small 

amount of SKF dry Film Lubricant (nSF 

H1 certiied) on the conveyor chains and 

guides.  As a result, loors are dry and 

lubricant consumption is minimal. Also, 

there is no more waste water, moisture 

on packages or corrosion.

The central unit can feed up to 200 

lubrication points in accordance with the 

production process.

For more information, see publication

† PUB LS/S7 14617 EN

Beneits:

• cost savings by eliminating high vol-

ume of water and soluble lubricant

• improved operator safety by reducing 

slip hazards

• reduced risk of product contamina-

tion by avoiding microbiological 

growth

• enhanced line eficiency

SKF Dry Lubrication Systems

Application:

• conveying systems for bottles 

with lat-top chains
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Expertise and consultation

Follow the path toward a 
world-class lubrication 
programme 

A lubrication management programme 

can be deined as the sum of all the 

activities performed in a given facility to 

help ensure the right lubricant is pro-

vided in the right quantity to the right 

point at the right time with the right 

method.

The SKF Lubrication Management pro-

gramme deines a structured process to 

help you develop an effective lubrication 

programme throughout your facility.

Beneits of a world-class 
lubrication programme include 
cost savings related to:

• downtime

• Spares

• Labour

• Overtime labour 

• energy consumption

Lubrication issues often are 
caused by:

• Lubricant contamination

• Lubricant chemical degradation

• incorrect lubricant selection

• insuficient or misleading knowledge

An eficient lubrication 
management programme should 
implement:

• Logistics and supply chain

• Lubricant selection

• Lubricant storage and handling

• Lubrication task planning and 

scheduling

• Lubricant application procedures

• Lubricant waste, handling and eHS 

compliance

• Training

• Automatic lubrication systems

The process consists of ive 
major steps:

1 SKF Client Needs Analysis 

SKF consultants will run a irst assess-

ment in your facility to sense the level of 

maturity of your lubrication programme 

and deine a path to follow. This is nor-

mally a one-day activity.

2 SKF Lubrication Audit

When the level of complexity of the 

facility is high, or when the customer 

already has implemented basic 

improvements toward world-class 

lubrication, a thorough assessment is 

advised. This is normally a one-week 

activity.

3 Improvement proposal

After the required information is gath-

ered, SKF will formulate proposals of 

speciic activities that will help to 

improve the lubrication programme in 

place, in accordance with speciic cus-

tomer goals.

4 Design and implementation

After discussion and agreement, SKF 

can support the implementation of the 

improvement proposals. That support 

can be by means of equipment, training, 

consulting services, or even execution of 

speciic tasks.

5 Optimisation

in order to measure the effectiveness of 

the programme, a reassessment is 

advised. That usually will open the door 

for new improvement opportunities that 

will lead you closer to your goals.
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Here for you, wherever you are

SKF- and Lincoln-branded products, systems and services 

are available through a global network of distributor part-

ners, supported by one uniied sales organization commit-

ted to your success. System house distributors around the 

world offer turnkey solutions and extensive aftermarket 

support. 

With lubrication application centres located on every conti-

nent and a worldwide distributor network, SKF has the peo-

ple, products and support you need to optimize your lubri-

cation management programme.

partnering with SKF offers you access to the industry’s most 

complete range of lubrication management solutions across 

the globe. Whatever the size or design of your machines, 

SKF has the products and resources to help you increase 

bearing life, machine uptime and safety, while minimizing 

manpower hours, maintenance costs and environmental 

impact.

Global experience, global support, local installation

Retroitting lubrication systems

Maintenance and repair costs during system downtime 

quickly can become unwieldy. That is why we offer on-site 

professional retroitting of centralized lubrication systems at 

your location. We also can assume responsibility for mainte-

nance and repair during ongoing operations.

in addition, our portfolio includes other solutions that can 

simplify maintenance for you, from electric reilling pumps to 

appropriate ittings and accessories.
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